
 Interactivity or
 Instruction?

 A Reaction to Merrill

 Fons Jaspers

 The models for designing instruction that we have
 traditionally used are based on or otherwise re-
 flect Gagne's work. These models, called "first
 generation instructional design" (IDj) by Merrill
 and his colleagues Zhongmin Li and Mark Jones
 (1990a) show, however, a number of shortcomings.
 Among the shortcomings observed by Merrill and
 his colleagues is that they are out of date.

 That is to say, new technologies make possible
 certain forms of interactive education procedures.
 For these kinds of educational procedures the tradi-
 tional IDx models are not sufficient. ID2 mod-
 els should integrate instruction with these "interac-
 tive, technology-based delivery systems" (p. 8).

 As part of Merrill and his colleagues' proposal,
 which cannot be welcomed toó much, we would
 expect, however, at least two theoretical exposi-
 tions: A new definition of "instruction," and the
 other, a concise description of "interaction."

 Instruction

 According to Gagne, instruction can be defined
 as the bundle of "instructional events" that create

 the necessary "external conditions" for learning.
 Instruction, then, is everything the teacher does
 within the direct environment of the learner to

 facilitate learning. Such a definition should be
 maintained. But it should now be supplemented
 with all those learning-related events that are in-
 cluded in the interaction of the student with the
 "interactive delivery systems." When the student
 does fully interact with a teacher or a teaching
 system, many things happen that are not included
 in the traditional definition of teaching. Instruc-
 tion will be instruction no more.

 The traditional view of educational technology
 puts the teacher at the center of attention: What
 can be done to help him do his job? The Associa-
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 tion for Educational Communications and Tech-

 nology (1977) tried to establish a then-new orien-
 tation in educational technology by embracing
 communications theory and systems theory so
 as to stress that the learner be accepted as an
 integral part of any learning system.

 Still, this AECT position saw as the aim of edu-
 cational technology the development of "situa-
 tions in which learning is purposive and controlled"
 (p. 77). (Italics added.) The rights of the learner
 were recognized, although he is still always at the
 end of a chain.

 At about the same time, UNESCO reflected
 changes in society by acknowledging that, at least
 in Western democracy, the learner has to learn to
 be free; education therefore should be personal-
 ized (Faure et al., 1972). Since then, and con-
 tinually more so, because of the growing avail-
 ability of microcomputer and computer-assisted
 learning and other "interactive delivery systems"
 such as simulation programs, hypertext, database
 resources, interactive video, etc., the learner is
 becoming more and more emancipated from the
 control of the school, the teacher, or the instruc-
 tional designer. This effect is also observed by
 newer communication theory, that states that
 thanks to new, interactive, technology, there is an
 increase of user control in mass communication

 (Severin and Tankard, 1988). In fact, the expres-
 sion of "interactive delivery" is a contradictio in
 termintês from the viewpoint of optimum interac-
 tion and emancipation. "Delivery" implies a uni-
 directional relationship. In full interaction there
 can be no one-sided relation; the student is not
 just at the end of a chain but also at its beginning.

 Thus, what we definitely need is a new defini-
 tion of instruction. Or even more so, a concept
 that replaces the instruction concept. It is evident
 that this substitution will make reference to the
 concept of interactivity.

 Interactivity
 Merrill and his colleagues (1990b) begin a defi-

 nition of interactive instruction by introducing
 "transactions." A transaction is a "particular in-
 structional interaction with a student. A trans-
 action is characterized as a mutual, dynamic,
 real-time give-and-take between the instructional
 system and the student in which there is an ex-
 change of information. Transactions include the
 entire range of instructional interactions includ-
 ing: one-way transmission of information (e.g.,
 video, lecture, or document, which are not very
 good transactions because they lack interaction),
 discussions [...etc.J" (p. 9). There is an incon-
 sistency here that cannot be overlooked. We sense
 the AECT- and the Gagne-type of thinking behind
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 this interaction-talk: It is still the teacher who is in
 focus.

 Interactivity as an expression is much in vogue.
 Many designs, as we have known them for years,
 are now called interactive, and the expression is
 being used for a variety of instructional formats.
 Some educational radio broadcasting is called "in-
 teractive," as it invites the pupils to answer col-
 lectively to a question, or to execute certain move-
 ments (Friend, 1989). Other radio programming is
 advertised as interactive because the audience ¡sal-
 lowed to make phone calls to the broadcasting
 team.

 From the learning perspective we know that
 learning never is passive. It always takes the learner
 to perform mental activities. Yes, instructional
 formats in which the pupil is "passive" (he sits
 down, in silence, and waits for the teacher to pre-
 sent the lecture to him) are opposed to formats in
 which the pupil is "active" (he takes part in dis-
 cussions, he chooses his topics or modules, he asks
 for a quiz, he looks up what he thinks is helpful
 information in the library, he handles a video
 camera, and so on). But even in "passive" modes,
 the learner is attending, remembering, comparing,
 operating on past and new knowledge, etc. Is this
 "interaction" like calling the radio broadcast "in-
 teraction"?

 From interactive video we know that several for-

 mats are discerned: linear play, manual frame
 access, automatic stop, random frame access, pro-
 gram control, and microcomputer control. All are
 called "interactive."

 In spite of the popularity of this interactivity
 feature, we do not find in the literature much
 effort to define it. Barker (1990) says that inter-
 action involves the two systems mutually influenc-
 ing each other's "state space," and speaks of an
 oscillatory nature of the dialogue process. But
 then, Barker includes computer-based resources as
 well as radio. Nevertheless, according to Barker,
 several media utilization paradigms are required for
 the creation of interactive learning systems, among
 which is learner control over what is learned, over
 the pace of learning, over the direction of learning,
 and over styles and strategies to be adopted.

 It is from human conversation that Lippman, at
 the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, extracts
 a definition of interactivity- a mutual and simul-
 taneous activity of partners- and gives five char-
 acteristics for interactivity: interruptibility, grace-
 ful degradation, limited look-ahead, no default,
 and impression of infinite database (Brand, 1987).

 From phenomenological observation of dialogue
 we know that in an interactive process both part-
 ners take part. They initiate; they set goals; they
 interrupt; they determine the subject, its interpre-

 tation and evaluation; they ask for feedback; they
 ask and they give information; they help each
 other to clarify problems and to keep the dialogue
 going; and they terminate the interaction. There is
 equality in all or in a certain number of aspects.
 Just as in instruction, we see in dialogue two
 classes of interactive operations, one is exchange of
 information, the other is management of the
 process.

 We must conclude that the point is not: interac-
 tion yes or no. The point is: more or less. All the
 named characteristics of interactivity are gradients.
 Also, interactive systems, as presented in the liter-
 ature, differ in their degree of interaction. Acknowl-
 edging the difference between overt and covert inter-
 action, it seems better to discriminate several levels
 of interactivity between learner and environment.
 The telephone is very interactive. The book is less
 interactive overtly, but still there is the possibility
 of overtly addressing the author and of making
 notes. A lecture from one professor is hardly in-
 teractive, while with another professor there is a
 vivid interaction among the people present. An
 "audio-active" language laboratory allows the
 learner to be active: listening and speaking. The
 "audio-active-comparative" type of language lab
 allows the student also to look for feedback: it
 is more interactive. In both types teacher and stu-
 dents can talk with each other.

 Thinking of media in relation to the user, we
 therefore propose the following levels of inter-
 action capacity relating to media:

 • Linear media: An ongoing stream of infor-
 mation reaches the student; his/her activity is
 covert.

 • Feedback media: In addition to expository
 information, questions and assignments also
 reach the student; the medium responds to
 the student's reactions with feedback (exam-
 ples: tutorial computer-aided learning, book
 with test pages and answer pages).

 • Adaptive media: Dependent on the reactions
 and performance of the student, the medium
 determines the objective, the route, and the
 difficulty level (example: videodisc with a
 choice of two languages).

 • Communicative instruments: In addition to
 the possibility of his reacting, the student is
 allowed to feed questions, decisions, problems,
 and information into the medium's system, to
 which the medium responds with answering,
 opening a database, suggesting a solution,
 showing consequences, or storing the input
 and implementing it in its database (exam-
 ple: computer simulation, adventure game,
 supported by expert systems).

 In fact, we would prefer to reserve the attribute of
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 Figure 1

 First Draft of a Theory of Interaction
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 interactivity for systems in which each partner has
 the occasion to influence the common stream of

 events, including the operations of the other part-
 ner.

 Toward a Theory of Interaction
 Let us see what we have. First, the communica-

 tional or educational relation between two part-
 ners or systems has some primary qualities, such as
 pace, difficulty level, symbolic format, idiom, and
 jargon. Next to these qualities the relation is char-
 acterized on a secondary level by objective, con-
 tent, sensory channel, and educational format indi-
 cating the communicational style as being explora-
 tory, expository, tutorial, directive, and the like.

 Accordingly, the instructional events may vary
 from one-way drill to full equal-partners dialogue.
 Concerning such secondary characteristics, the in-
 teracting systems have a certain degree of initiative,
 they are allowed to take turns. System A, the
 teacher, for example, takes the initiative to intro-
 duce a quiz and determines its content. B, the
 learner, is only entitled to respond in written for-
 mat and to choose his wording. The opposite of
 the initiative of A is the adaptivity of B. The initia-
 tive, that is to say, an action with the intent to in-

 fluence the course of events, has effects to the
 degree that the partner-system is adaptable in the
 aspect that was meant to be influenced by A's
 initiative.

 A set of fourth-level characteristics describes the
 total interaction of the partner-systems. Time de-
 lay deals with the time passing between the respec-
 tive initiatives of the partners. When I react, how
 long will it take to change the communication
 pattern of my partner in one or more aspects?

 Symmetry states the degree to which partners
 are equal in influencing aspects of the relation.
 Finally, an interactive relation can be described by
 the degree of alternation of turns and initiatives:
 How often do they occur, and in what way (by
 power, by role, by emotion)?

 Trying to visualize this first draft of a theory of
 interaction, we get Figure 1.

 It is not clear a priori at what point a relation
 will be called interactive.

 Without a well-specified idea of what we are
 looking for when we want to design interactive
 transactions, we will not be able to develop a
 Second Generation Instructional Design Model.
 Thus, a good definition or a consistent theory is
 needed. We have tried to instigate a beginning. □
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 TELECOMMUNICATIONS DICTIONARY

 This new dictionary, providing definitions of
 more than 500 terms and 220 acronyms, is
 the result of a number of workshops devel-
 oped by the author during the 1990-91 aca-
 demic year.

 The idea behind the volume surfaced when

 administrators, teachers, business people, and
 community leaders kept asking for the defini-
 tions of certain words and of the meaning of
 acronyms everyone was using in the work-
 shops. With the new dictionary easily at hand,
 communication among workshop participants
 was enhanced considerably.

 The new book has two parts: the dictionary
 and a complete list of acronyms and abbrevia-
 tions appearing in the text. The two parts are
 necessary due to the extensive use of acronyms
 (such as HDTV, OCR, ANSI, etc.) used by
 telecommunications industry professionals.

 In addition to its use by educators and train-
 ing personnel, the book will be of great value
 to students taking courses in all aspects of tele-
 communications. For the first time, students

 have available an easy-to-use, comprehensive
 guide to the most frequently used terms in
 the field. It is priced at only $14.95. The
 book is now available for immediate delivery.

 Order Form

 Educational Technology Publications
 V H ) 720 Palisade Avenue
 » T H Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632

 Please forward one copy of The Educational Tech-
 nology Telecommunications Dictionary with Acro-

 nyms , by Douglas E. Hansen, at $14.95.

 Name

 Address

 City

 Note: All orders under $60.00 are payable in advance. All
 orders by individuals are payable in advance. Institutions
 placing orders for $60.00 or more may use official institu-
 tional purchase order forms or may pay in advance, at their
 option. Publisher pays all postage and handling on orders
 paid in advance.
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